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The merry halls of the Aesir were rife with laughter and cheer as the sweet mead passed from

hand to hand round the table. The wave-kissed Aegir was hosting a feast in his seaborne palace

as a show of friendship and good will. Illustrious Odin was present at the head, his station

commanding universal respect from those present. His wife Frigg was in attendance, though the

same could not be said of his most esteemed sons. Still, others contributed to the mirth: the poet

Bragi and fair Idunn, all-knowing Gefjun, the noble family of salt-crusted Njordr and

exceedingly lovely Sif.

However, there was left an unbelievably manly hole in the seating arrangement, for the epitome

of machismo himself was still far off on a journey, set to return at a later time. Indeed, no feast

was complete without the bulging muscles, musky scent, and smooth-rumbling voice of Thor. Yet,

another presence too was lacking, of which none of the gods bothered to take notice. For, sitting

alone in a pasture with a near-empty cask in his embrace was none other than the sly trickster

Loki, face flush and consciousness questionable. He could hear the merriment of the celebrating

Aesir from this secluded spot.

LOKI: Stupid (hiccup) gods with their (hiccup) stupid feast. Who wants to hang out with them 

anyway? I am the great Loki, wittier than the wittiest, manlier than the manliness, sexier than the

sexist (hiccup). They should be flocking here like goats just to get a taste of me. What, do they 

think they’re better than me or something? (hiccup) All they do is faff around all day and night 

without a care in the nine realms, yet they still have the gallbladder to insult me for my trickery? 

Well, I’ll show them. They’ll be wishing for Ragnarök when I’m through with their pretty 

(hiccup) behinds.
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Struck sober by his resolve, Loki stood and darted towards the palace of Aegir, his stomach

miraculously avoiding any cramps from the sloshing mead within. He alighted in front the

entrance, met by two servants of quite a small stature…who for some reason were on all fours

and covered in a cloudlike white.

LOKI: What in Hel are goats doing here?

FIMAFENG GOAT: Baaaaaring entry.

ELDIR GOAT: Did you just call us goats?

LOKI: Uh…yeah.

ELDIR GOAT: Are you out of your mind? I’m Eldir, you nonce. We saw each other earlier 

today, for crying out loud.

LOKI: Ha, imposter goat! What’d you do with the real Eldir? 

FIMAFENG GOAT: Baaaaaanishment.

ELDIR GOAT: Stop talking, Fimafeng, you are not helping the situation! Ahem. Loki, are you 

by any chance totally wasted?

LOKI: My sexiness may be wasted every day, but the only waste here is you.

FIMAFENG GOAT: Baaaaaad joke.

ELDIR GOAT: (groaning) What are you even doing here, Loki?

FIMAFENG GOAT: Going baaaaaaald.

LOKI: I’m here to feast! Lemme in so I can punch some gods in the faces…with my cunning.

ELDIR GOAT: Why in Asgard would I ever do that?

LOKI: Fool! You’re just a measly goat. A runt like you belongs on my tegument.
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FIMAFENG GOAT: He’s goat a point.

ELDIR GOAT: Fine! Fine. Go in and get spanked by Odin or something, I don’t care. This is so 

above my pay grade.

LOKI: The right decision. 

FIMAFENG GOAT: Baaaaadaboom.

ELDIR GOAT: Whatever. Goatbye—oh, son of a–

FIMAFENG GOAT: Baaaaaaatch.

Loki stepped past the two sentinels with gusto, bursting through the oak doors leading to the

dining hall. In an instant, the clamorous delight of the Aesir ceased, and all eyes turned to the

trickster’s disdainful smirk.

LOKI: Greetings, arrogant fools. Having fun wasting what little years are left before Ragnarök, 

are we? You’ve written such a nice fairytale for yourselves at this table; the least you could do is 

give me a spot to join you, no? Hmm? Goat got your tongues?

For a while, there was only silence as the stunned gods processed the sudden intrusion of this

uninvited guest. Eventually, the master of poetic form Bragi made his voice heard.

BRAGI: This must be another one of your jokes, trickster. What a laugh. To think we would ever

make a spot at our esteemed table for the likes of you. It behooves a man to know when he is 

unwanted and thus do all a favor by promptly making himself scarce.

LOKI: Odin, you’re looking quite scrawny this evening. Talk about a stickler for the rules. So 

speaking, remember that blood oath we took so long ago in which you vowed never to take a sip 

of ale unless it was served to us both?
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ODIN: What a sly dog you are, father of the wolf. Very well, you’ll have your way. Make a seat 

for Loki, that he may not speak ill of the Aesir.

With this, Loki usurped the seat of silent Vidar, who in turn poured the trickster a drink. Smiling,

Loki raised his liquid gold before those present.

LOKI: Hail to thee, oh mighty gods. Except for Bragi. He’s a lout.

BRAGI: Will you not provoke the ire of any here tonight? I will even give you gifts from my 

own possessions if they will quell your distasteful spirit.

LOKI: Of what worth are the gifts of a cowardly weakling who shies from battle? That’s you, by

the way.

BRAGI: If we were any place but within this gracious hall, I would have your head for such 

pernicious slander.

LOKI: Ooh, big talk, but a benchwarmer like you can’t walk the walk. Go fight your poetry.

IDUNN: Bragi, you know better than to provoke Loki like that. Speak not of such ills in the 

presence of us Aesir, not on such an occasion.

The sublime Idunn stood with her words, approaching Bragi and laying a hand on his shoulder,

calming his pinched red cheeks.

LOKI: (scoffing) Oh, how pure you are, immaculate Idunn! As if. Everyone here knows that you

once wrapped your legs around the man who killed your brother.

IDUNN: Speak what insults you may, but I will not respond in kind. My only purpose for 

speaking was to calm the drunken passion of Bragi, which I have done.
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GEFJUN: Why must any of you gods fight in this way? It is no surprise by now that Loki prides 

himself on his mockeries, and he has shown himself of late to verily despise us Aesir. As such, 

let us not—

LOKI: Shut it, hag. You’ve laid your fair slab of thigh meat around a pretty boy in your life.

ODIN: Loki, your madness has exceeded all bounds if you seek to make Gefjun your enemy, for 

her wisdom alone rivals my own.

LOKI: Off your high-horse, old man. How can you call yourself the great Odin when you 

consistently give honors in battle to the weak and shameful? Don’t deny it.

ODIN: Are we speaking of equines now? I recall some eight years you spent dressed as a 

milkmaid, taking leave only to give birth to a horse yourself.

LOKI: You’re just jealous. I happen to recall a time you went among mortals dressed as a witch 

practicing silly sorcery. What upstanding behavior for the so-called Allfather.

FRIGG: Enough, Loki. Do not unearth events of the past, for they are long gone and of no 

concern to us now. Why don’t you sit quietly and enjoy your drink?

LOKI: Yet another paragon of promiscuity! You know as well as I that Odin’s own two brothers 

kept your bed warm while he was away. I bet you enjoyed that drink, Frigg.

FRIGG: Scoundrel! If my dear Baldr, sexiest of the gods, were here now, you would not escape 

without his sword penetrating your flesh.

LOKI: Baldr this, Baldr that. He wasn’t even that hot. Oh, and here’s a secret for you. I was the 

one responsible for killing your precious son. Ah, that was a fine day indeed.
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In response to this outrage, Freyja slammed her hands on the tabletop, causing the entire palace

to rumble with the force of her rage.

FREYJA: How dare you speak to a mother of her own son like that? You forget your place. 

There are no secrets to Frigg, who knows all, yet you saw fit to evoke in her heart the most 

painful memory she holds. You’re sick.

LOKI: I’m sick? I daresay you’ve had about every one of the Aesir inside you at a time!

FREYJA: You speak nothing but pathetic, desperate lies. You’ll soon discover the wrath of the 

Aesir, and homeward bound you’ll surely not leave this place.

LOKI: What a sinful witch! Need I remind you of the time the gods caught you riding your own 

brother like a donkey? How did you respond again? Right, you farted!

Eyes livid, Freyja lunged with fingernails bared at Loki across the table, but her father caught

her wrist and held her back, glaring at Loki.

NJORDR: There is nothing wrong in a woman having a lover alongside her husband, for such a 

practice promotes her divine womanhood. Yet, there is something most foul in a god who claims 

to be male giving birth to a horse.

LOKI: What an old tune. Besides, I never knew privies could talk. Does the taste of urine still 

linger in your mouth from your hostage days, you dirty Vanir?

NJORDR: I cannot deny that I was once but a hostage, but I have since fathered a son who is 

most upstanding of all the gods, which is far more than can be said of yourself.

LOKI: Well, it seems incest runs in the family then, because your son’s mother is also his aunt.
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TYR: Say what you will of the other gods but speak no ill of Freyr. His is a noble soul which 

protects the wives and maidens of Asgard, the very ones you seek to insult.

LOKI: Are you actually interacting with another person, Tyr? Talk about a first. You were 

always a better companion of captive beasts. Speaking of which, how’s that missing hand of 

yours? I bet your putrid flesh gave Fenrir a tummy ache.

TYR: I may have lost my hand, but you have lost your son, who now remains fettered in a lonely

cave until the twilight of the gods.

LOKI: The only twilight of the gods I’m familiar with is the one I spent with your wife.

Before Tyr could open his mouth in retort, Freyr began to speak quietly, staring off into some

distance only he could see.

FREYR: The wolf is chained by the mouth of the river, and there he will remain until the 

beginning of the end. You too shall find yourself in bonds if you continue to loosen your tongue.

LOKI: Ooh, scary. I tremble before the prophecies of a so-called man who had to buy his wife by

giving up his own sword. Indeed, you shall be without any piercing instrument by the time the 

sons of Muspell come upon you.

Clearing his throat at this time was a lowly servant of Freyr by the name of Byggvir—so lowly,

in fact, that he could hardly see above the table. This was not at all due to his goat-like physique.

LOKI: By the gods, not another one.

BYGGVIR GOAT: If I were of such a lauded station as the virtuous Freyr, I would take it upon 

myself to beat this fool into a bloody pulp, I would.

LOKI: You’re literally a goat! What do you expect to do against me, you scrawny little creature?
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HEIMDALLR: It would seem that you are quite drunk…

BYGGVIR GOAT: Such filth spews from your mouth! I have a name, and that is Byggvir. I may

be small, but I am no goat! A faithful servant of Freyr I am, honored to be seated amongst the 

noble gods here tonight bar one.

HEIMDALLR: You must be drunk right now, Loki…

LOKI: Ha! Go chew on some straw, you cowardly goat.

HEIMDALLR: (screaming) Clearly you are drunk, Loki!

After shouting at the top of his lungs, Heimdallr was finally heard. The gods turned their mildly

bemused gazes towards the bothered guardian.

HEIMDALLR: (calmer) You are drunk and acting the fool. Why don’t you call it a night? 

Alcohol does nothing to serve the sharp words of men.

LOKI: Oh, shut up, Heimdallr. No one cares about you. Go back to the Bifrost already and start 

blowing on your horn for all you’re worth.

Appalled, Heimdallr looked to the other gods for support, but none met his gaze. Instead, icy

Skadi held back a small chuckle.

SKADI: You’re quite an amusing one, Loki. Enjoy that while it lasts, for soon you’ll be bound to

a rock with the entrails of your own dead son.

LOKI: If that is my fate, then at least I can revel in the satisfaction that it was I who killed your 

dear father Thjazi. Oh, it seems just yesterday you came to Asgard seeking satisfaction and I 

foiled your designs, sparking your laughter with my testicles and a goat. Then you, lusting for 
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that prick Baldr, ended up fawning over the surprisingly succulent feet of that man-beast Njordr. 

Weren’t you just overjoyed?

SKADI: You ought to have fed your tegument to the goat that day. It would have been a better 

ending for all involved.

LOKI: Oh, how cold you are, and your words sting. So much sweeter were you when seducing 

me to enter your bed in the night. Don’t deny it, darling.

Sif quickly stepped in between Loki and Skadi, blocking their view of each other. She kindly

poured Loki another drink, staring wistfully at the door.

SIF: Here, Loki, have this drink from me, for I know myself to be blameless by you, perhaps 

alone in that sense among all the gods.

LOKI: Ah yes, blameless you would be indeed, if you weren’t spitting a sack of utter horse 

excrement. My body still tingles from when you were all over me beneath the quilt.

Sif’s jaw plummeted at this insult, but instead of her retort, a strange concoction of sounds

formed a vague sense of words from Byggvir’s side.

BEYLA GOAT: That trembaaaaaaling can only mean one thing. The baaaaaaastion of manliness

Thor will soon baaaaaaaa here. He will baaaaaaaaat this slanderous fool to the ground like a 

baaaaaaaaaaws.

LOKI: Sweet mother of mine, where do all these goats keep coming from? First Byggvir, now 

you. This is absurd!

BYGGVIR GOAT: How dare you call my dear Beyla a goat! She is not only my wife but also a 

dear servant of Freyr, and you will not go unpunished for your insolence!
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BEYLA GOAT: He’s baaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaad to the bone.

Suddenly, the doors to the hall burst open, stifling the cacophonous exchange at the long table.

Standing in the doorway was a sight so blinding, so unbelievably manly, that no mortal’s clothes

could have possibly remained on after beholding it. Yes, it was Thor, the very definition of

delectable masculinity. Oh, how his pecs bulged, his biceps throbbing with allure, quads

popping, ass tighter than Fenrir’s fetters. What a hunk.

THOR: Yes! I, the unfairly manly Thor, have arrived! Rejoice, ladies, and soak in my 

overwhelming masculinity. 

LOKI: Oh, for the love of…

THOR: As for you, filthy swine who calls himself Loki, you have stretched my patience to the 

point of snapping. I heard your last exchange as I approached the hall from afar, such was the 

obscenity of your language. None but I, the most macho masculine man, can have the 

satisfaction of separating your head from your puny shoulders.

LOKI: Ah, the epitome of overcompensation has arrived. You speak so boldly, mighty Thor, but 

you won’t be so mighty when Fenrir eats your father raw.

THOR: How unmanly you are, swine. Try me further, that I might have good cause to penetrate 

your flesh with my Mjolnir.

LOKI: Hate to break it to you, Thor, but I don’t quite swing that way.

THOR: NOT THAT MJOLNIR!

LOKI: Then which Mjolnir? That wimpy hammer of yours? It did you no good when you were 

cowering inside Skrymir’s glove that time.
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THOR: My hammer is far manlier than you could ever hope to be, and it shall shatter every 

fragile bone in your body.

LOKI: Oh, how frightening. I tremble before the indomitable weapon that couldn’t even open the

straps of a rucksack.

THOR: Enough! My hammer and I—a most masculine duo—shall send you to the pits of Hel for

your transgressions.

LOKI: Keep on blabbering, Thor. In the meantime, I’m out of here. I’ve said my piece, and the 

Aesir squirmed beneath my words. Goodbye, thanks for nothing, and I hope you all burn. 

Especially those damned goats.

BEYLA GOAT: Baaaaaaaaaarn it all!

With a final wink in Thor’s direction, Loki dashed out of the palace of Aegir, soaring over the

ocean until he reached the river’s mouth. There, he adopted the guise of a salmon and swam

upstream. Frankly, it was a foolish choice, since Thor leading the rest of the Aesir quite easily

caught up to Loki, discerned his disguise, and fished him like the majestic bear. 

Just as Freyr and Skadi forewarned, the gods dragged Loki to a distant mountain, holding him

against a rock while he watched the slaughter of his son Vali. They drew out his entrails and

wrapped them around Loki’s limbs, enchanting them so that only the fires of Muspell had the

power to shatter their hold. Most perturbing was the fact that Loki seemed to be enjoying this.

Once bound, Skadi herself took the honor of hanging a poisonous snake above Loki’s head, cruel

venom constantly dripping from the fangs. Loki’s wife Sigyn—for he somehow had a wife—sat

faithfully beside him, catching the toxic droplets in a shell. However, when the shell was full,
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Sigyn was forced to empty its contents, and in that brief interval the venom scorched Loki’s face,

causing him to writhe in such agony that the very earth quaked. Thus would he remain until the

end of the age of gods, Ragnarök.

Even so, he definitely enjoyed it. What a pervert.
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